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 MALVIN’S CHRISTMAS QUIZ 
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 All the answers are available on request to membership@marchamsociety.org.uk 



 The Mid-Week Walk from Eynsham 
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Eric and Sheila Dunford organised a midweek walk on Thursday 8th December. 
The group met for lunch at the Red Lion, Eynsham. From the pub, we walked west 

through the village towards Twelve Acre Farm and South Leigh. We looped back along 
Chilbridge Lane past the Oasis Park and joined the Heritage Trail passing the site of 
Eynsham Abbey. An extra loop took us past ‘The Talbot’ pub along the wharf stream 
down to the river at Swinford Lock and then back towards Eynsham where our cars 

were parked in the Pub Carpark. 
(See the map below for the location, with thanks to the Ordnance Survey). 

 
The next Midweek Walk  is planned for Thursday 12th January 2023 

But please email Eric in advance: e.dunford@btinternet.com 

T

The Red Lion 



 PHOTOS FROM THE MID-WEEK WALK 
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Eynsham Church near the Red Lion... ...and our group of walkers. 

Some stonework from the Abbey? 

An information board about the Abbey A brisk pace to keep warm. 

‘Boots’ crossing the Wharf Stream 



 THE ASTRONOMY GROUP 
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There was a good turnout for our meeting on 8th December, which started with a clear sky and 
telescope viewing of Jupiter and its moons, and Saturn with its rings and largest moon, Titan. We 
also looked at Mars, near its time of closest approach (and maximum brightness in the sky) – then 
we retreated indoors to escape the frost to continue the meeting. Jim explained how the Moon had 
occulted Mars and he showed images he had taken early that morning. Then we discussed other 
astronomic events due to happen in December and January before the next meeting (see page 8). 

The Moons around Jupiter 
viewed and photographed 
from the terrace of the 
Marcham Centre. 

Jim sets up his telescope at 
the Marcham Centre 

Jim explains about 
recent sunspots... 

...and how the  moon had briefly 
hidden Mars that morning. 



 THE CLIMATE CRISIS EXHIBITION 
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"Climate Crisis Exhibition" in the Marcham Centre,  
7th—15th of January and three (free) lectures 

 

The exhibition provides unbiased evidence of the causes and effects of climate in the form of 
short texts, cartoons, photos and graphs. It describes five climate challenges, their 
corresponding solutions; and how ordinary people can help support these solutions: 
 

a) Eco crisis and restoring habitats;  
b) Agriculture and changing diet;  
c) Renewable electricity, insulation heat pumps and more;  
d) Electric cars, public and active transport; 
e) What you buy - personal and company's carbon footprint.  

 
The Exhibition will offer expert advice and contacts on how to both save the climate and 
money, and help you find out about energy efficiency, insulation, renewable energy like air 
source pumps, wind farms and solar panels, on a private or communal level.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LECTURES 7pm-8pm 
 

Monday 9th " Wild Flowers -  Life on the Verge"  by Rhiannon Evetts  
 
Tuesday 10th ”Saving money and the planet  - insulation and renewable energy around 
your home and car "  by Harry Bratt and  Catherine Ryan  
 
Friday 13th ”Farming, food-supply, diet  and the climate”  by Neil Rowe and Julian Parfitt  



 

MARCHAM SOCIETY  
ASTRONOMY 

 
The next meeting of the astronomy group 

is in the small hall of the Marcham 
Centre at 7.00pm on Thursday  

26th January 
If you want to be involved, email: 

 jim.asher@btinternet.com 

FUTURE DATES AND EVENTS 
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Programme 2022-23 
 

Unless otherwise notified, meetings will be held at 7.45 pm 
in the Main Hall of the Marcham Centre 

 
Monday 23rd January 2023 (see on the left) 
 
ANNUAL LECTURE: Michael Worthing speaking 
about his career as a Geologist 
 
"Sourcing 2nd century lava paving stones from 
Trajan's Market in Rome subsidized 
by plunder from the Dacian Wars" 
 
Monday 27th February 2023 
  
‘The Wildlife of the Rare Fens and Salt Spring of 
the Marcham Area’  by Judith Webb 
  
Saturday 25th March 2023  (All day) 
 
Berkshire Local History Association 
Conference in the Marcham Centre 
All Marcham Society members welcome 
  
Monday 27th March 2023 
  
‘The Blue Plaques in the Vale’ by Robert Evans 
  
Monday 24th April 2023 

MEMBERS’ EVENING (details to be announced) 
  
Monday 22nd May 2023 
  
‘Chimney Meadows—floodplain restoration’ 
by Lisa Lane 


